How to log in to your website!

STEP 1

TYPE your WEB ADDRESS on your computer and then add
/WP-ADMIN
this allows you in to your dashboard to make any changes or adjustments to
your website

Step 2 - Login PAGE
You will have to log in unless the page opens up automatically to your
DASHBOARD.
If you forget your login - you can request to reset via email.
Remember to SAVE your login .
Also, remember which, if you have several, emails you used.

You may open to this GENERAL ARTICLE PAGE.
IF YOU DO... CLICK THE TOP LEFT CORNER- MY SITES

A page like this will open up. You need to use the
DRODOWN ARROWS to access ways to post, add
photos, etc.

PICK WHAT OPTION YOU WANT UNDER
THE SITE OPTION

You can work on a specific page

You can write a post or blog

You can add a photo or media to a general portfolio page to use at
another time

IF you select PAGES it will open to a page that looks like this. It may
open a page that is BLACK background with a "tighter" list. This
depends on the templae and age of your website.
More recent templates have white background like below. Older ones
Black background.
You also may have get a black background page if you selected WP
ADMIN on the bottom of the list.
Click the page you want (or double click) . I am selecting TIPS PAGE

Important Note
Depending on your theme and any "add
on PLUGINS" placed "inside" your theme
will determine how the next pages
appear.
CLASSIC is the oldest method of adding
content. It has a simple menu. If given a
chance select CLASSIC or BLOCKS until
you learn more. One or the other is
usually offered. Once in a while you will
get a choice of CLASSIC AND BLOCKS.
You may see something called
ELEMENTOR - don't use until you have
more experience.
If you have make a mistake- do not
panic. There is history settings to
retreive most data.
ALSO, REMEMBER TO SAVE, SAVE, SAVE
using the button on the top.

If you pick BLOCKS you will
get a ton of options.
Starting with a set that
looks like this
PARAGRAPH for writing
general content.
HEADER for BIG LETTERING
Different ways to upload
photos and caption it- play
with the options and have
fun with it!

ADDING A POST
Adding a post takes several steps. The best advice I can give is to "play" with this page BUT
DO NOT PRESS PUBLISH UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED ALL THESE STEPS
1. Did you write a post completely and saved it?
2. Have you checked spelling
3. Did you add at least ONE photo in the content
4. Did you add any links to any websites mentioned.
5. Did you give credit for all content that is not original (this could cost you $$)
6. Did you use free artwork, original photos or pay for those that are not free or original. If
not- you can be fined. Pixabay.com and Pexels.com offer free photos.
7. Did you see the RIGHT BAR and ADD at least ONE CATEGORY?
8. DID YOU ADD TAGS (at least 3)? (Hint: Always add your name)
9. DID YOU ADD A FEATURE PHOTO OR IMAGE that you have the rights to use?
10.DID YOU WRITE AN EXCERPT?
11.DID YOU DOUBLE AND TRIPLE CHECK YOUR POST?
12.When all is done you may press publish, schedule a publish or keep it in draft form. You
also can opt to have it private or password protected

UPLOAD PHOTOS, IMAGES, DOCUMENTS and VIDEOS via the MEDIA
TAB OR DIRECTLY TO THE POST

CLICK HERE (Plus+ sign)
TO OPEN THIS WINDOWNotice the plus sign for
BLOCKS also opens up a lot
of other settings.

Upload here

REMEMBER TO KEEP SAVING YOUR CONTENT
REMEMBER TO PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE
REMEMBER WE ALL MESS UP WHEN WE LEARN

